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Words and Music by
CARO ROMA.

There is no song within our glad heart

singing, But has an echo of some minor strain. There is no

happy day its gladness bringing, But has one hour that's filled with hidden
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Can't Yo' Heah Me Callin'

CAROLINE

I miss yo' in de mo' nin', when ole Bob-White gives his call,
Caroline, Caroline,
I miss yo' at de sunset, when de evenin' shadows fall,
Caroline, Caroline;
I miss yo' when de moonbeams out on de ribber shine,
Oh can't yo' heah me callin' fo' yo', Caroline.

Can't yo' heah me callin', Caroline,
It's mah heart a-callin' dine.
Lordy, how I miss yo', gal o' mine,
Wish dat I could kiss yo' Caroline!
Ain't no use now fo' de sun to shine,
Caroline, Caroline,
Can't yo' heah mah lips a-sayin',
Can't yo' heah mah soul a-prayin',
Can't yo' heah me callin', Caroline.

I miss yo' when de Robin is a-whistlin' out his tune,
Caroline, Caroline,
I miss yo' when de roses are a-bloomin' all of June,
Caroline, Caroline;
I miss yer hand a-stealin' so trustin' like in mine,
Oh can't yo' heah me callin' fo' yo', Caroline.

Wm. H. Gardner
Can't Yo' Heah Me Callin'

Lyric by
Wm. H. GARDNER

Music by
CARO ROMA

Caroline

Moderately

With expression

miss yo' in de morn', when ole Bob-White gives his call, Caroline,
miss yo' when de Rob-in is a-whist-lin' out his tune, Caroline,

line,

I miss yo' at de sun-set, when de eve-nin' shad-ows fall, Caroline,
I miss yo' when de ro-ses are a bloom-in' all of June, Caroline,
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line, Car-o-line; I miss yo' when de moon-beams out
line, Car-o-line; I miss yer hand a-steal-in' so

on de rib-ber shine, Oh can't yo' heah me call-in' for yo'; Car-o-line.
trust-in' like in mine, Oh can't yo' heah me call-in' for yo'; Car-o-line.

Appealingly
a tempo

Can't yo' heah me call-in' Car-o-line, It's mah heart a call-in' dine.

M.W.&SONS 13813-4
Lord y, how I miss yo' gal o' mine, Wish dat I could kiss yo' Caroline!
Aint no use now fo' de sun to shine, Caroline,

Can't yo' heah mah lips a-say-in',
Can't yo' heah mah soul a-pray-in', Can't yo' heah me call-in', Caroline.
A Song—Full of Sunshine and Love

EVENING BRINGS REST AND YOU

With Violin or Cello Obbligato ad lib.
Published as follows
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Lyric by
EDNA STANTON WHALEY
Violin or Cello Obbligato 15 cents each
Male, Female or Mixed Voices, 15 cents each

Music by
F. H. BISHOP

Moderately slow

When the sky in the East flames crim-son and gold In the light of the morn-ing sun, When in

clear lift-ing voice sweet song birds re-joice, Bid-ding wel-come to day just be - gun: Then I

pass on my way to the la- bor of day, And your smile as we part thrifts me through, For it

and with much expression
short-ens the day till the light fades a-way, And eve-ning brings rest and you, And
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MOTHER MACHREE.
Lyric by RIDA JOHNSON YOUNG.
Music by CHAUNCEY OLCOTT & ERNEST R. BALL.

A Little Bit Of Heaven
Shure They Call It Ireland
Poem by J. KINN BRENNA.
Music by ERNEST R. BALL.

When Irish Eyes Are Smiling
Lyric by CHAUNCEY OLCOTT & GEO. GRAFF, JR.
Music by ERNEST R. BALL.

That's An Irish Lullaby
Words and Music by J. R. SHANNON.
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